
GENERAL INFORMATION

Congratulations on your Nesty Roof 
Tent! We appreciate your support and 
feel confident you’ll have years of solid 
performance with your new Reform 
product. We’re stoked to see where 
your adventures lead you.

The Nesty is fit for many popular 
vehicles with roof racks (mostly after-
market), as in many cases factory 
crossbars are too flexible for rooftop 
tents. Prior to installation, please ensure 
your roof racks have the folowing 
specifications at a minimum.
  
- 110 lbs. carrying capacity
- Crossbar spread between 30” and 36” 
- Factory tracks or fixed points, to    
  ensure roof does not deform 
  with heavy loads (see figure 1)
- Supported Rail System (see figure 2)
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If your racks do not have the 
specifications above, installation is at 
the sole risk and responsibility of the 
owner / installer. 
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For initial installation we recommend 
having 2 people, as the Nesty is a large 
and can be challenging to move and lift 
as you go about preparing & securing it 
to your vehicle. 

ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION

Remove protective covers. 1

Outer box
A.  Cut the box open where taped (on 
sides).
B. Rotate 90 degrees & pull box up to 
remove tent. 
C. Lay the tent down.

Blue protective laminate 
A. Unlatch compressions straps .



B. Peel off the precut blue protective 
     cover (if the laminate is stuck in a 
     location, use a knife or blade to 
     outline. Be careful to not cut straps  
     by only cutting away from them.)

C.  Flip tent over and peel blue 
      protective cover from other side. 

 



Prepare tent for assembly.2

A. Open the tent, and lay flat on the  
     ground.

B. Open rainfly, unzip and roll up 
     window to remove, ladder, cover, 
     rainfly poles & mounting hardware 
     from inside. (Check contents on next 
     page)
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Prepare mounting poles.3

A. Close the tent so that the side with 
holes is facing upward.

B. Measure width of crossbars on 
vehicle.
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C.If width of the cross bars is greater 
    than or equal to 31.5” align with the 
    outside holes. If width of cross bars is 
    less than 31.5”, align with the inside
    holes (outside holes shown in photo).

D. Locate 4 long bolts with washers and 
     locknuts. Remove locknuts. 



E. Slide the locknut into mounting poles 
     and align it with designated holes in   
     bed base.



F. From the main opening, reach inside 
    & under the mattress to feed bolt 
    through the washer & hole.

G. Align bolt with locknut, and tighten 
     bolt from the inside with the provided 
     socket wrench to tighten.



Attach ladder.4

A. Flip the Nesty over lightly & rest on 
     mounting poles.

B. Locate predrilled holes under stickers 
     near edge & main opening. Remove   
     stickers. 



C. Find ladder hardware and remove  
     hex nuts.

D. Orient the brackets as shown and 
     insert the two long bolts down 
     through the floor and bracket. Hand  
     thread locknut onto each bolt, and   
     tighten with provided socket wrench 
     es. Repeat process on both sides, 
     until each mounting point is connect 
     ed by two screws.



 
E. Place ladder flat on top of tent, and 
     orient bracket so flat edge is facing   
     down.

F. Secure ladder with two short bolts, 
    four washers and two lock nuts. 



Install the cover. 5

A. Slightly lift tent open, and push fabric 
     into sides.

B. Using the compressions straps, 
    tighten and close the tent. 



C.  Locate travel cover and remove 
      zipper. 

D. Slide zipper into round channel 
     starting with same side as in photo  
     below. Wrap the zipper around 3
     sides. Make sure to insert the correct 
     side of zipper to line up properly with   
     the cover’s zipper (step E).



E. Slide cover into remaining round 
     channel on same side as the ladder 
     installation. 

F. Put the cover on, zip closed and         
    tighten compressions straps. 



Install tent to vehicle.6

A.  With the help of of a friend, lift tent 
     and place on top of the roof racks. 
     Make sure mounting poles are 
     perpenticular to the roof rack. 
     (for vehicles with raised rails, 
     position crossbars as close as
     possible to rail supports).

B. Locate mounting hardware. Remove 
     locknut and washer.  



C. Slide mounting hardware into 
     mounting pole (2 per each position, 
     8 in total).



D. Position mounting hardware on both 
     sides of crossbars.  

E. Locate mounting plate and hex nut. 
    Hand thread and align mounting  
    hardware with plates to start.



F. Once aligned, using the provided 
    socket wrench tighten the mounting  
    plates until they slightly bend. This 
    ensures the tent is secured and tight. 

G. Complete at all 4 intersection points, 
     so the Nesty is secured on both 
     sides and from front to back. 



Park your vehicle in a 
level location.
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Remove and roll up cover. 8

A. Unlatch 2 main overhead 
     compression straps. 

B. Unzip travel cover. Flip cover up on 
     corners to ease



C. Once unzipped, lift front corners and 
     pull off cover.

D. Roll up/ secure with ties. 



Deploy tent and stabilize 
ladder.

A. Unlatch 5 compressions straps on 
     sides and main opening of tent. 

B. Release strap on ladder.
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C. Pull ladder out to extend. 

 

D. Push down on ladder and walk 
     backwards a few steps. Let both feet  
     of ladder touch ground. 
 



E. Reach to top of ladder and push in 
     on both release buttons. Lower until  
     tent floor is flat and ladder is angled 
     between 90 and 75 degrees. Ensure 
     floor is completely stable and 
     ladder is “clicked” into place. 

F. Fold down front corners of tent.



Set up main rainfly.

A. Grab rainfly pole from integrated pole 
     storage pocket (if first time, put poles 
     into pocket from seperate bag).  

B. Hook pole into grommet on rainfly’s 
     corner.
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C. Insert other end of pole into hole on 
     tent base. Grab next rainlfy pole from 
     pocket. 

D. Repeat on other side so main entry 
     to tent is open.



Customize other rainfly’s
per conditions.

A. For the quickest setup, only extend 
    front rainfly.

B. For maximum shade and
     breathability, extend all rainflys.
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C. For more warmth, drape side rainfly.

D. For shade, extend side rainfly.



E. For improved airflow and viewing, roll 
     up side rainfly. 

F. For maximum ventliation and quicker 
    setup in summer months, roll  up and  
    remove main rainfly. 



Close & secure. 

A. Close all rainflys to prepare tent for 
     closure.

B. Use ladder to fold the tent back onto 
     itself. 
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C. Collapse the ladder and fully retract 
     it. Secure ladder with velcro strap.

D. Fold extra fabric in, and secure tent 
     with 5 compressions straps. 



E. Unroll and replace cover. Zip it   
     closed.

F. Lock down with two overhead 
    compression straps. Place cover roll   
    up strap inside D ring to lock while in 
    motion. 
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